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CHAPTER III 

EVALUATION 

A. Introduction 

1. The Committee considered agenda item 4, entitled "Evaluation"~ at its 
583rd and 588th to 593rd meetings on 16 and 21 to 23 May 1979. 

2. At its eighteenth session, the Committee decided to evaluate, at its 
nineteenth session, the proeramme on transnational corporations. !/ 

3. In that connexion, the Committee's attention was drawn to General Assembly 
resolution 33/118 of 19 December 1978, part of which read as follows: 

"The General Assembly~ 

"5. Approves the recommendations contained in the report of the Joint 
Inspection Unit on programming and evaluation 2/ in the lir,ht of the 
conclusions of the Committee for Programme and-Co-ordination ]/ and the 
observations of the Auvisory Co1mnittee on Administrative and Budgetary 
Questions, ~/ as well as the recommendations of the Committee for Programme 
and Co-ordination concerning the study by the Secretary·General on the 
feasibility of establishing time-limited objectives for subprogrammes; 2/ 

"6. Approves the recommendations contained in the reports of the Joint 
Inspection Unit on evaluation in the United Nations system, £/ as commented on 
by the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination 7/ and the Committee for 
Programme and Co-ordination, 3/ and on evaluation-of the programme on public 
administration and finance, 8/ as commented on by the Secretary-General 9/ 
and the Committee for Progra'iillne and Co-ordination." 10/ -

1/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-third Session, Supplement 
No. 38 (A/33/38), cha~. I, para. 4. 

'Y A/33/226. 

3/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-third Session, Supplement 
No. 38 (A/33/38), chap. I, paras. 6-12. 

~/ A/33/226/Add.2 and Corr.l. 

5/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-third Session, Supplement 
No. 38 (A/33/38), para. 10. 

£/ A/33/225. 

1/ A/33/225/Add.l. 

§} A/33/221. 

2/ A/33/227/Add.l. 

10/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty~third Session, Supplement 
No. 38 (A/33/38), chap. I, paras. 15-20. 
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4. For its consider~tion of the item, the Committee had before it the following 
report of the Secretary-General 9 entitled "Programme evaluation for the period 
1976-1978- Transnational corporations" (E/AC.51/98 and Add.l). 11/ 

5. At the time the Committee began its consideration of the item, the Commission 
on Transnational Corporations was considering the report of the Secretary-General 
on the activities of the Centre on Transnational Corporations (E/C.l0/45) and the 
progress report of the Secretariat on the information system on transnational 
~orporations (E/C.l0/47). Accordingly, the Committee decided to request its 
Chairman to co-"ordinate informally with the Chairman of the Commission on 
Transnational Corporations, the work of the Committee and of the Commission so that 
each body could be informed of the other's views. Both Chairmen met on several 
occasions and the Committee was informed by the Chairman of the discussions held by 
the Commission. 

6. In introducine the report, the Assistant Secretary~General for Programme 
Planning and Co-ordination explained to the Committee the methodology and 
procedures used. In doing so, he pointed out that the general approach and 
methodology was based on that approved by the Committee at its eighteenth session. 
There were certain ne"I·T elements in this study, including the extensive use of 
questionnaires and the identification of key issues within the subprograrumes. He 
also informed the Com~ittee of the new internal evaluation unit that had been 
established in the Office for Pro~ramme Planning and Co-ordination, Department of 
International Economic and Social Affairs, as part of the ne-.r ore.:aniza.tional 
structure emanating from the recommendations on restructuring. A new central 
feature in the evaluation machinery, established in connexion with this initial 
exercise, was the creation of a high-level Steering Committee, whose responsibility 
was to set up the over-all guidelines for the present evaluation and based on this 
experience for future evaluations of this kind. 12/ 

7. The Assistant Secretary-General also indicated that, while it was the intention 
of such evaluations to cover the whole programme under review, including those 
aspects covered by other units of the United Nations, this had not proved feasible 
in the present case owing to the lateness in establishing the evaluation unit 
within his Office. It was expected that in future it would be possible to include 
in the evaluation report an analysis of all the activities of the United Nations 
relevant to the programme under evaluation. In each of the substantive chapters 
of the report? conclusions and recommendations were set out for the Committee's 

11/ Document E/AC.5l/98/Add.2 was officially withdrawn by the Secretariat as it 
could be issued only in English at the time the Committee considered the item. 
Further, the note by the Secretariat on the activities of the United Nations system 
relating to the programme on transnational corporations (E/AC.51/XIX/CRP.2) was also 
,,fi thdrawn for the same reason. 

12/ The high-level Steering Committee is chaired by the Director-General for 
Development and International Economic Co-operation and the membership consists of 
the Under-Secretary-General for Administration and Management, the Under-Secretary
General for International Economic and Social Affairs, the Assistant Secretary
General for Programme Planning and Co-ordination and the head of the programme 
under evaluation, in this case, the Executive Director of the Centre for 
Transnational Corporations. 
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consideration. In concluding his introductory remarks, the Assistant Secretary
General pointed out that no evaluation could be meaningful without the full 
involvement of the programme being evaluated; the Centre had co-·operated fully 
throughout the process. Although there were naturally some differences of opinion, 
he was certain that these differences would be frankly discussed during the 
Committee's review of the item and that the conclusions reached would be 
faithfully implemented by the Centre. 

8. The Executive Director of the Centre in his remarks welcomed the evaluation 
exercise and assured the Committee that the recommendations made by the Committee 
would be followed up expeditiously. He indicated that he was pleased to note that, 
although he did not fully share some of the conclusions and rPcommendations" the 
report on the whole gave a rather positive assessment of the Centre's activities. 
In the area of research, he considered it difficult to establish priorities amon~ 
the three areas mandated. Regarding the subprogramme on the formulation of a code 
of conduct, he considered it premature to move into the implementation stage as the 
code would only be completed within a year's time. He disagreed with the 
conclusions drawn on the subprogramme on comprehensive information systems. In 
conclusion, he expressed his support for the recommendation on the widening of the 
mandate of the joint units. 

B. General comments 

9. The Committee expressed its appreciation for the high quality of the report 
of the Secretary-General (E/AC.51/98 and Add.l) and commended the Secretariat for 
its honesty in this undertakinr. One delegation, however, considered that in some 
places the language of the report was too apologetic on evident short-comin~s in 
programme execution and that this was to be avoided in future evaluation exercises. 
Several delegations indicated that the evaluation methodoloRY and machinery now 
developed was useful and should be applied in future evaluation exercises. In 
discussing the appropriateness of evaluating a programme that had only become 
operational within the past three years, the Committee concluded that there were 
good reasons for evaluating new as well as old programmes. vlhereas new proe;rammes 
had not been able to produce outputs whose impact could be assessed, as should be 
the case with older programmes, an evaluation exercise could serve to direct and 
determine the orientation of the programme at an early stage in its development. 
Delegations also emphasized that the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination 
should continue to address itself to evaluation procedures as well as substance and 
that it was important to assure that the evaluation unit was provided with the 
proper expertise to undertake this important work. 

C. Organization of the programme 

10. One delegation raised the question of the definition of a transnational 
corporation, as it was not contained in the documents before the Committee. The 
Centre responded that there was no unanimously agreed definition of a transnational 
corporation at the present time. However, as a pragmatic approach, the main 
criteria used by the Centre in its documentation on the subject included: size, 
ownership, structure, number of countries of operation, number of foreign 
affiliates and foreign content. 
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11. The Committee noted that the programme formulation and review process for this 
programme was beinp: conducted in a -vray in which the planning and pror:;ramme bud~et 
instruments were not being appropriately utilized. In this case, the process by 
which the Commission on Transnational Corporations established the Centre's 
programe of work did not involve reference to the medium-term plan and budget 
documents. The Committee recognized that the Commission naturally had an 
important role to play in establishing goals and priorities for the programme· but 
it was also essential that this not be done in isolation from the central plannin~ 
and budgeting processes of the United Nations. Furthermore" several delegations 
specifically noted that the Commission bad not establishen priorities among the 
subpro~rammes other than the code of conduct. 

12. One possible solution suggested was that the Commission should review and 
comment on the objectives and strategies contained in the draft medium-term plan 
and, as appropriate, in the pro~ramrne narrative contained in the pro,c~ramme budget 
proposals, and should recommend what priority should be accorded to the 
subprogrammes. The Commission should also comment on the future programme elements 
of the programme budget proposals, with special attention to those elements 
accorded the highest and lm;rest priority. These comments would then be transmitted 
to the General Assembly in accordance with the usual planning or programming 
process for programme budget proposals. 

D. Regional activities 

13. In the discussion of the subprogramme on regional activities, most 
delegations approved recommendation (b) in paragraph 242 of the report of the 
Secretary-General (E/AC.51/98/Add.l). 13/ However, with respect to 
recommendation (a), the Committee requested further information on the precise 
nature of the present mandate of the joint units and the activities to be 
undertaken in the event the Committee a~reed to the recommendation for the 
widening of the mandate of the joint units, including the possible resource 
implications involved. Other delegations agreed with the recommendation contained 
in the report concernine the widening of the mandate of the joint units. 

14. In response, the Secretariat provided the members of the Committee with an 
informal paper showing present activities now being undertaken by the joint units 
and the proposed activities planned in the event the mandates are widened. 

13/ Para. 242 of E/AC.51/98/Add.l read as follows: 

"242. Bearing in mind that the rer:ional joint units are already undertaking 
activities beyond those of providing information inputs and other support and 
liaison functions to the Centre itself, consideration should be given to: 

"(a) Providing the regional joint units with a wider mandate to enable them 
to carry out at the regional level those parts of the over-all programme which 
can best be implemented or supervised at this level. 

"(b) Clarifying the division of responsibilities between the Centre and the 
joint units in the medium-term plan and programme budgets by specifying a 
programme of work for each of the joint units at the subprogramme and 
programme element levels Hith clear statements of output, expected completion 
dates and resource requirements." 
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The Secretariat also informed the Committee that, in the event that the Committee 
recommended an expanded mandate, a statement of financial implications 1·Tould be 
submitted vThich vTOuld almost certainly include a request for significant a<'iditional 
resources over and above those provided for in the proposed programme bud~et for 
the biennium 1980-1981. It 1-1as pointed out, how·ever, that these financial 
implications should be considered in the light of possible reallocation of 
resources deriving from the implementation of other recommendations contained in 
the Secretary-General's report accepted by the Committee. 

15. The Committee agreed that the division of responsibilities between the Centre 
and the joint units should be clarified in the medium-term plan and the programwe 
budget as recommended in the report of the Secretary-General. In that regard, some 
delegations further suggested that, in order to avoid a.ny conflicts arising from 
differing tasks assigned to the joint units by the Commission and the regional 
commissions, the latter, when assigning special activities to the joint units, 
should submit them in their programme budgets along with a. clear listing of 
priorities. 

16. On the question of the activities of the joint units, the Committee noted 
that some had gone beyond their mandates as presently constituted. Those past 
activities which had been on a limited scale were not called into question. 
One delegation pointed out that it uould be premature to expand the mandates of 
the joint units, since the Committee was given utterly insufficient information on 
the activities carried out by those units at the present time. Debate centred on 
whether or not and to what extent the revision of those mandates was necessary for 
the future. 

17. Some delegations believed that the Commission on Transnational Corporations 
should widen the mandates of the joint units by ratifying the existing state of 
affairs. That ratification should include a clear delineation of the respective 
roles of the Centre and the joint units and emphasize the necessity to remain 
within currently approved expenditure levels. It was stressed by those delegations 
that the joint units should not become independent regional centres on 
transnational corporations. Their role should remain one of support for the global 
aims of the Centre and any work given to them by the regional co~~issions should 
neither duplicate nor substitute for work which should rightly be carried out by 
the Centre itself. 

18. Other delegations favoured increasing the mandates of the joint units. They 
argued that, if the joint units were not empowered to perform matters related to 
transnational corporations in their respective regional commissions, the regional 
commissions would be forced to resort to other mechanisms, which would result in 
costly duplication of effort. Co~ordination would thus be seriously hampered. It 
was further argued that the joint units had de facto carried out some tasks 
assigned to them by their regional commissions. This they had done without 
detailed work programmes with fixed deadlines for every output. The expansion of 
their mandates Hould both regularize their position and also malce it possible to 
establish fixed deadlines within well defined mandates for their activities. 
Those delegations made it clear that this growth in the joint units could not be 
at the expense of the Centre. They stressed that increased mandates for the units 
should establish beyond any doubt the central position of the Centre in all matters 
related to transnational corporations in the United Nations system, leaving the 
units only as focal points of such matters in their respective regions. 
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E. Policy anal;rsis (Research) 

19. In its discussion on research beinc carried out by the Centre for 
Transnational Corporations and its joint units, many members a~reed with the 
conclusions and recomn1endations set out in chapter VI of the evaluation report 
(E/AC.51/98/Add.l) and summarized in chapter II of the main report (E/AC.51/98). 
Ho1-1ever, other I'lembers felt that the analysis was not based on data sufficient for 
unequivocal support of its conclusions. In particular, the analysis of the 
responses to questionnaires, as presented in the report, was not sufficiently 
comprehensive, since no responses had yet been received from Governments. 14/ 
Other Committee members felt that it may be premature to make lone; ran['"e judgements 
on the value of different parts of the research pro~ramme at this early stage in 
its development. However, several members strongly endorsed the conclusions and 
recorr,mendations in the evaluation report, since they were a_uite consistent with the 
findings in documents submitted to the Commission on Transnational Corporations 
(E/C.l0/47, para. 31; r/C.l0/49, para. 21; and E/C.l0/50, para. 1), that is, that 
Governments gave higher priority to research efforts 1mich (a) strenethened the 
negotiating capacity of Governments of host countries, in particular the developing 
countries, in their dealin~s with transnational corporations, and (b) assisted in 
securing effective international arran&;ements concerning the operation of 
transnational corporations desi:ned to promote their contributions to national 
development r,oals and uorld economic e;rovrth Fhile controllin~S their negative 
effects. Others nointecl out that A.lthouph (a) And (b) had hitherto received 
too little er·phasis and. s'1oulc recei"e · ore .. it ~·R.S P.ot nossi."t-le to sa'r 
thPt t'Ie" should becor·e the ""rirci·:.-cl -~ui ·l.elines "'or t'--p selection of 
future rPsearch projects. nne c~ele··ation indicater, that it I:ir-ht ::1.ot 
~Je arnro:nriP.te for the Corunittee to. indic?.te research "r'iorities, since 
this _n· •• uctio'~ ::-ore a:.mro'])riat-:;lv 'J:)elonr-ed to the C'orrJI'I1.ission 0'"'. 'Transnational 
Cor:ror~·.ticr.s. 

20. Chapter VII of the evaluation report (E/AC.51/98/Add.l) presented a somevrhat 
critical analysis of the Centre's subprogramme on the comprehensive information 
system. The analysis, conclusions and recommendations in chapter VII and the 
relevant section of chapter II in the main report (f./AC.51/98) led to an extensive 
discussion on this item. 1~ile all members of the Committee felt that the 
information on transnational corporations was extremely important and useful, 
particularly to developine; countries, there were differing views on the nature of 
the information the.t should be collected and disseminated by the Centre and on the 
usefulness of different elements in the existing subprogramme. 

14/ In connexion uith the questionnaires, it was pointed out by the Jlssistant 
Secretary-General that, although the responses received at the time the report 
vas prepared were limited, additional responses received after completion of the 
report corroborated the earlier findinrs. 

15/ At the re('uest of the Committee, the representatives of the Centre 
provided a presentation ( ·~-ri th slides) on the development of the Centre's 
comprehensive information system. The presentation was well prepared and was 
appreciated b;r members of the Committee. 



21. In the discussion on this subprograwme, the Committee focused on three main 
themes. First, the utility or effectiveness of the subproGrarrillle, includinc the 
prospective effectiveness of the computerized part; second, its compatibility -vrith 
other information systems in the United Nations system; and third, the importance 
of obtaining user feedback and conMents. A major conclusion of this discussion 
uas that the main thrust of the Centre 1 s -vmrk in the development of the information 
system did not appear to be fully consonant i·Ti th the expressed needs of Govern.rnents. 
Although the largest proportion of resources and staff time -vms allocated to the 
coroputerized part of the system, the output from those elements did not appear to 
be cowmensurate vrith its cost and as useful to Governments as outputs from other 
non-conputerized elements of the system. Some delegations pointed out that this 
information -vrill be useful vrben the code of conduct enters into force, -vrhen it uill 
be needed to verify the implerentation of the code of conduct by the transnational 
corporations. The Committee's revieu suggested that a reallocation of the 
resources of this subprogramme micht be advisable to permit the Centre to respond 
more quickly to requests from Goverrm1ents in those areas to Hhich they hEtd given 
the highest priority. Those areas included (a) information on policies, laws and 
regulations affecting transnational corporations, (b) contracts and agreements 
between transnational corporations and Governments of host countries and (c) in
depth analyses of specific corporate or industrial areas. 

22. It was acknowledged in the evaluation report that parts of the comprehensive 
information system were still in the developmental stage and for this reason the 
evaluation could not be based purely on the results or impact of the system's 
output. Hith this in mind, the evaluation also focused, where appropriate, on the 
design of the system itself and drew conclusions on this aspect of the system's 
development (E/AC.51/98/Add.l, paras. 88-94). In reviewing these sections of the 
report, a number of delegations agreed that insufficient attention had been given 
to building into the system means of obtaining and utilizing user-feedback in a 
continuous process. The need for careful cost analyses iras pointed out. The 
Committee reiterated that Fember States should be the main users of the information 
s3rstem and that it should be developed keeping in vieu their expressed needs. 
Moreover, much greater effort should be given to establishin['" mechanisms to obtain 
their vieHs as to the effectiveness of the proc;ranMe' s output as -vrell as to 
determine their ovm needs on a priority bas is. 

23. \lith regard to the system's compatibility vith other information systems in 
the United Nations family, there was a difference of vievr as to existing 
compatibility and to the additional costs that would be involved in making the 
system compatible 1-rith those used by the International Labour Organisation, the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization and the United Nations 
Environment Programme. The Committee regretted that the Inter-Organization Board 
for Information Systems had not been consulted at the outset i·rith a view to 
ensurinc; inter alia, that this system vrould be compatible -vrith the others. The 
Committee noted that the system was fully compatible only vri th that of the United 
Hations Library; nevertheless, it had already produced very useful information on 
other information systems as well as on bibliographic and documentary sources. 
One delegation expressed doubts on the need for compatibility if other technical 
considerations Here to be satisfied. 

24. The attention of the Committee was drmm to other documentation which had 
been presented to the Cowmission on Transnational Corporations and uhich presented 
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a more favourable vie•-r of the coEprehensive information system. 18/ Fevertheless, 
it uas :rointed out by sone Cor!lY::tittee members that the same documentation supported 
the :ccajor conclusions and rGcommendations of t:"le evaluation report ree;ardine; the 
priority needs of Gover!1l!lents, particularly those in developinr; ree;ions, for 
infornation on contracts and agreements and le,vs and regulations vlhich could assist 
the111_ in negotiatine; ui th transnational corporations, and not «;eneral corporate 
inforn'.ation .:=;enerated by the c0! 1puterized nart of tl1e system. 

25, At the request of tbe ConTilittee c information uas provided on resources 
allocated to the subprogramme as a vrhole and on elements 11ithin the subproe;ramme, 
It -vras noted by the Comni ttee that the subproc;ramme absorbed the largest 
proportion of the Centre 1 s resources (40 per cent in tne 1978/1979 budget, 
46 per cent in the proposed 1980/1981 budget), 'iTithin the subpror:ramme, the 
cowputerized elements, pe,rticularly that part dealing with cornorate profiles, 
received a Pluch larger proportion than other pro~ramme elements. It uas noted, 
houever, that many of these elements Fere interdependent. The information on 
corporate profiles was basic to other prograwme elements also. 

26. The Committee genere,lly accepted the relevant conclusions and recomnendations 
of the evaluation report (E/ AC. 51/98/ Add.l, paras. 88 to 94). It acl:nmrledged the 
unique character of the system as the only one in the United ~Tat ions dealing 
exclusively -vri th transnational corporations and emphasized the importance of 
preservinc- the progran:me 1 s over-all effectiveness. The Committee felt that the 
need for a JlOSsible reallocation of resources and redeployEent 1-1as indicated. 
Hm·rever, the in1portance and usefulness of the subproc-ramme to T Tember States, 
particularly the developin3 countries, should not be underemphasized and the 
resources allocated among the various components of the subproc;rammes should 
therefore be COF(r.lensurate -vri th the tasks assie;ned to the Centre by the relevant 
intere;overnmental bodies. 

27. In response to a number of aueries -vritb respect to hm,r many State tra.ding 
corporations vere listed in the corporate profile file and their peoc_;raphic 
distribution, the represente,tive of the Centre pointed out that this question 
should be ansvered at various levels. At the level of general information, the 
Centre collected information on various conpanies froi'l sources such as press 
clinpings, company directories and conmercial data banks. Those sources did not 
usually differentiate betueen private enterprises and State enterprises and thus 
alnost all State enterprises -vrere covered as Hell as private enterprises. He said 
that at the analytical level, the Centre processed such information in connexion 
Hith specific studies on particular industries or issues. In that connexion, the 
Centre -.;vas avrare of the fact that the Commission on Transnational Corporations 
had not decided on a precise definition of transnationc>.l corporations. Opinions 
of Governments differec_ as to uhether State enterprises fell vithin the scope of 
transnational corporations. Hhile it would not be appropriate for the Centre to 
prejudge the issue of definition, he continued, the Centre had included relevant 
information on State enterprises in industry analyses for comparative purposes 
or for consideration as possible alternatives to private corporations. Similarly, 
in studies on issues such as that on the question of definition, some State 
enterprises had also been included to illustrate the implications of various 
criteria in drawing the boundary line. 

16/ See particularly the "Proc:ress report on the information system on 
transnational corporations 11 (E/C .l0/47). 



G. Pormulation of a code of conduct 

28. Chapter VIII of evaluation report (E/AC.5l/98/Add.l) provided the Committee 
vrith an analysis of the Centre 1 s work in assistinG in the fonmlation of a code 
of conduct and other international ac;reements and arranc;ements. This subproc;ral!ll!le 
had been given the hil',hest :oriorit;;r by the Commission on Transnational Corporations. 
The evaluation report had concluded that, in carrying out this subprogramrae, the 
Centre had :met all of the requirements of th.e intergovernmental -.rorkinc; c;roups on 
tbe formulation of a code of conduct and on international arreements on illicit 
payments, as had the Conm1ission itself. 

29. In considering t!1e recooonendations proposed, the Com~ittee felt that it might 
be premature for the Centre to begin to shift the emphasis from the formulation 
of a cocle of conduct to its impler1entation and monitoring. Houever, the Committee 
ac;reed that the latter aspect Hould soon become the 11ore important one and ae;reed 
the,t, at an appropriate time, careful preparatory ·Forl\: should be started on uays 
and means to implement the code of conduct. Similar vieus vrere expressed 1-ri th 
rec;ard to the promotion of the understandinG and acceptance of the code of conduct 
through wider public information activities. On the question of the distribution 
system for documentation related to the code of conduct, houever, the Committee 
fully ac;reed that the syster.1 should be revised to include methodoloc:y for assessine: 
the quality and quantity of the documentation as ·vrell as the methodoloe;y and 1-rays 
to achieve the over-all objective of the code of conduct. 

H. Subprograoone on advisory services 

30. In the discussion on this item, the Connnittee in general concurred vrith the 
recon1D1endations contained in the evaluation report (E/AC.5l/98, para. 17, and 
E/AC.51/98/Add.l, para. 180). Several delegations expressed serious concern over 
a statement made by the Executive Director of the Centre vrhen he referred to the 
establishment of the Centre as executing agency for the United Nations Development 
Programme. _P.ccordinc; to those delegations, the Department of Technical 
Co~operation for Development nas established as the sole executing body for the 
United Nations as an executinG agency. One delegation drew'the attention of the 
CoEJmittee to General Assembly resolution 32/19~( on the restructuring of the 
econo!'lic and social sectors of the United nations system, in vrhich the role of the 
Department of Technical Co-operation for Development vras highlighted. Concern Has 
expressed by other delegations that the establishment of the Centre as an executing 
ac;ency >rould infringe on the authority of the Department of Technical Co-opera,tion 
for Development and violated the guidelines established by the General Assembly. 
It was further pointed out that, in response to Assembly resolution 32/197, the 
Departi'lent of Technical Co~operation for Development had been established 11to 
manage the United Nations regular programme of technical co-operation and implement 
UITDP projects and projects financed from extrabudgetary resources for '\·Thich the 
United Nations is an executing agency" (ST/SGB/162 of 23 Ilarch 1978), Consequently, 
the Committee 1-.rished to be assured that the practical arrangements at present 
being net:;otiated behreen the Centre and UIJDP should in no ,,ray infringe on the 
lilandate of the Department of Technical Co-operation for Development. 

31. The representative of the Centre responded by pointing out that the 
arrangements currently being 'ITorl>:ed out 1roulcl not lead to the Centre 1 s becoming 
a separate executing agency for UNDP. He stated that modalities Here beinc; 
defined vrith a vievr to ensurinc: the prompt and effective execution of UHDP projects 
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on Hatters related to transnational corpor2.tions >rhich are addressed to the United 
nations in its capacity as executinc afency. The representative of the Centre 
pointed out that the Director-General for Development and International Economic 
Co·-operation ~ the Under-Secretary-General for AcJBinistration and ; canagement ~ the 
Under-Secretary-Ceneral for Technical Co-operation for Development, and the 
Executive Director of the Centre on Trccnsnational Corporations had ac;reed that the 
interests of the United Nations as an executinc; agency \JOuld be best served if UHDP 
projects related to transnational corporations be fonrarded directly to the Centre 
on Transnational Corporations for action, uhile keepinc; the Department of Technical 
Co~operation for Development fully informed at all times. He added that the 
specific procedures 11ere bein.::_: l·rorked out bet~-reen the Centre and the Departaent 
uhich -vrould ensure that the Department's over-all responsibilities for technical 
co-operation activities in the United Nations 1muld be ensured. 

I. Conclusions and recommendations 

1. Programme formulation and the review process 

32. The Committee agreed ~Jith the recommendations of the Secretary-General that 
the Conwission on Transnational Corporations should have the relevant parts of the 
proposed medium-term plan and the prograw~e narrative of the draft prorr~ne 
budc;et placed on its agenda: that the prograw~e of work presented to the Cow.mission 
on Transnational Corporations should be derived from the mediwu-term plan and 
profranrrne budget, should follo1r the format of these documents and should be cross
referenced to them so that Vlhat are nov tHo processes can be made related stages of 
a conrrnon process; that the Economic and Social Council should formulate procedures 
to relate better uhat are nou separate revieus of the same prograiP.me by the 
Committee for Prograrrme and Co-ordination and its tvro sessional committees~ the 
Economic Connnittee and the Policy and Programme Co-ordination Committee; and that 
the Commission should refer to the relevant parts of the medium-term plan and 
proeramme budcet in assessing procress in the implementation of this proGramme's 
·Forl;:. 

33. As far as the settin[~ of priorities ·Fi thin the Centre's -vmrk progrm1me -vras 
concerned, the Committee recognized that all components of the vorl' of the Centre 
-vrere intimately related, but urc;ecl that a fuller definition of priorities be 
attempted. 

34. The Committee noted from the report of the Secretary-General that some 
activities of the Centre carried out in co-operation •rith specialized agencies 
appeared to be supplementary to the programme of 'l·rork approved in planning 
documents. The Cow.mittee believed that in the future the 1vork pror;ramme should 
specify the division of labour betueen the Centre and the specialized a13encies. 

2. Policy analysis (Research) 

35. The Comni ttee at;reecl that the Centre should develop a system of obtaining 
the vieus of Governments on a regular basis on the 1mrk of this subproe:ramme. 

36. Fore information 'IWUld be needed on the vieHs of Governments before the 
Committee could endorse the staternent in the report of the Secretary-General that 
the quality of documents rant;ed from c;ood to excellent. 
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37. The Committee recognized that, in its policy analysis 1-rork, the Centre had 
concentrated on the first of the three objectives 11ith Hhich it >ms mandated by 
the Commission at its second session in lTarch 1976. The Corn.mittee considered that 
more emphasis could noF be placed on the second and third objectives. 16/ 

3. Comprehensive information system 

38. The Con,mittee regretted that, vrhen the Centre drei·T up plans for the 
establishment of a comprehensive information system, the Inter-Organization Board 
for Information Systems ( IOB) -vras not consulted or its vie-Hs sought in order to 
advise on the co-ordination and compatibility of the system with related United 
Nations systems, such as, inter alia, those of the International Labour 
Organisation, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization and the United 
Nations Environment Proc;ramme. 

39. The Committee urc:ed that the Centre on Transnational Corporations take action 
to effect the recommendations contained in paragraph 35 of chapter IV of the 
present report (A/34/38 (Part III)) concerning IOB. 

40. The Committee was unanimously of the opinion that development of the 
information system and the manner of its co~ordination uith related United Nations 
systems should contribute directly to the role of tbe Centre as the prime authority 
on tr2"nsnational corporations within the United Nations system, as nell as to 
compatibility a:r.1ong such systems. In order for such a system to serve effectively 
the objectives defined by the relevant intergovernmental bodies, the Cormnittee 
recommends that : 

(a) The resources allocated among the various components of the information 
system should be commensurate vri th the taslts assigned to them accordin_,.,- to the 
priorities assigned by intergovernmental organs; 

D_/ At its second session, the Conmission defined the objectives of the 
transnational cor~orations prograrr~e as follows: 

"(a) 

II (b) 

"(c) 

To further understanding of the nature and the political, legal, 
economic and social effects of the activities of transnational 
corporations in home countries and host countries, and in international 
relations, particularly between developed and developing countries; 

To secure effective international arrangements for the operation of 
transnational corporations designed to promote their contribution 
to national development goals and world economic growth while 
controlling and eliminating their negative effects; 

To strengthen the negotiating capacity of host countries, in par,icular 
the developing countries, in their dealings with transnational 
corporations." (Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, 
Sixty-first Session, Supplement No. 5 (E/5782), para. 6). 
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(b) Close co-ordination should be maintained and strengthened with related 
systems vTithin the United nations and duplication avoided; 

(c) A feedbacl~ system should be established in order to monitor more 
effectively changing needs and user responses. 

41. It was :pointed out that careful analysis of the information collected by the 
Centre was necessary. In this respect the Centre should consider reallocating some 
of the resources at :present committed to the computerized :profile information :part 
of the system to other information needs. 

42. The Committee pointed out that Governments are the main users of the 
information system and that it should be geared :primarily to their needs. A 
systematic method of obtaining their views on the system must be developed. 

4. Code of conduct 

43. The Committee was of the opinion that the recommendation in the report of the 
Secretary-General (E/AC.51/98, para. 16) that, in anticipation of agreement on the 
terms of the code of conduct, emphasis should be shifted from formulation of the 
code to implementation and/ or moni torinc; of it, vas some1•rhat premature. The main 
function of the Centre over the next 12 months 1wuld be to support the 
Intere;overnmental 1-Torkinc Group on the Formulation of a Code of Conduct for 
Transnational Corporations; it could then shift its attention to assistine; in the 
implementation of the agreed code. The Committee was in agreement with the 
Secretary-General's recommendation that greater attention should be given to means 
of :promoting understanding and acceptance of the code of conduct, but stressed that 
these activities could only be implemented as negotiations on the code drew to a 
close. 

5. Advisory services 

44. The Conwittee agreed that the Centre's initial efforts to organize the 
information and experience gained in the course of its advisory missions should be 
continued and strengthened and that this information should be made available in a 
systematic and accessible fashion within the limits of confidentiality; that the 
experience gained in advisory and training :projects should be utilized as inputs 
to the decisions on objectives and activities of other programmes; and that direct 
consultations should be held with government officials whenever possible, in order 
to supplement the existing methods for obtaining user feedback. 

45. The Cor,lllli ttee vras informed of arrangements being Forked out which would result 
in UEDP projects related to transnational corporations being forwarded directly to 
the Centre for action. The Cor:unittee noted that these arrangements vrould not lead 
to the Centre's becoming a separate executing agency for UNDP. The Committee drew 
attention to the Secretary~General' s Bulletin (ST/SGB/162 of 23 Harch 1978), in 
uhich it -vras stated that, in response to General Assembly resolution 32/197, the 
Department of Technical co .. operation for Development was set up "to manage the 
United nations regular :progranlllle on technical co-operation and implement UHDP 
projects and projects financed from extrabude;etary resources for which the United 
Nations is the executing agency';. The Committee stressed that practical 



arrangements currently being worked out should in no way infringe on the over-all 
responsibilities of the Department of Technical Co-operation for Development. 

6. iiandate of the .ioint units 

46. Hith rec;ard to the mandate of the joint units, the Committee reconmends to 
the Economic and Social Council that: 

(a) The joint units should be the focal point of all matters specifically 
regional relatinG to transnational corporations, while the Centre on Transnational 
Corporations should continue as the focal point for all transnational corporations 
and related matters in the United Nations system. To this end, the role of the 
Joint Unit as it has resulted from various understandings reached under the 
authority of the Secretary-General by the Centre on Transnational Corporations and 
the rec;ional commissions should be ratified. Such ratification should include a 
clear delineation of the respective roles of the Centre and the joint unit; 

(b) The Commission on Transnational Corporations should give precise 
Guidelines on the role of the joint units; 

(c) It should request the Secretary-General to ensure that any other 
proposals for modification of the mandates of the joint units are submitted for the 
normal course of review and approval by the relevant specialized bodies and 
legislative organs; and 

(d) It should call upon the regional commissions to assist and co-operate in 
the implementation of paragraph (c) above. 

47. The Comrcittee recommends to the General Assembly that the real grovrth in 
resources for the programme as a vThole resulting from the ir,lplementation of the 
preceding recon1mendations should not exceed the percentage of real growth that may 
be decided upon by the Assembly for the budget as a "\Thole for the duration of the 
medium-term plan for the period 1980-1983. 

7. Pror;rammes to be evaluated in 1980 

48. The Committee decided to evaluate, at its twentieth session in 1980, the 
manufactures programmes and the programme on human settlements. 
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